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Cometic EST (Extreme Sealing Technology) Gaskets
Cometic introduces EST, the ultimate in gasket sealing technology. EST’s embossed stainless steel metal substrate is coated with a proprietary hi-tem-
perature rubber material that virtually eliminates leakage when joining two metal surfaces. EST Kits contain MLS head gaskets, steel viton coated 
base gaskets and AFM material.

Multi-Layer Steel Head Gaskets 
MLS head gaskets are simply the strongest thing around. These gaskets are made from three layers of STAINLESS STEEL. The outer layers of these 
gaskets are embossed which creates a heavy-duty seal between the  center layer and the mating surface. This embossment seals off  combustion 
and also alleviates the need for alignment dowel o-rings. Next the outer layers get a .001" thick coating of Viton rubber a complex  flouroelastimer 
coating that acts as a micro sealer. These gaskets are designed to move with the head both vertically as well as horizontally and maintain the seal. 
O-rings and sealers are a thing of the past with these gaskets. The all metal construction also allows for better heat transfer resulting in more even 
cooling and lower head temperatures. MLS type gaskets are widely used in all forms of racing (Street, Strip, Circle Track, Endurance, etc.). When 
installing MLS head gaskets Cometic does not recommend the use of any type sealants. As with any gasket all mating surfaces should be clean, flat 
and parallel. When tightening the head bolts follow the manufacturers specification for torque sequence.
632171 EST complete gasket kit 74" Shovel. Fits 70-84 74" & 80” Shovelhead 4-Speed
632172 EST complete gasket kit Shovel. Fits 80-84 Shovelhead 5-Speed FLT
632174 EST top end gasket kit Shovel. Fits 66-84 74" & 80" Shovel 4 or 5-Speed
632175 EST top end gasket kit Panhead Fits 48-65 Panhead FL, FLH
632176 EST big bore gasket kit Shovel. Fits 3 5/8" bore Shovels 66-84
632177 EST big bore gasket kit Shovel Fits 3 13/16" bore Shovels 66-84
632178 MLS .040" std Shovelhead gasket Fits 66-84 74" & 80" stock bore Shovelhead
632179 MLS .040" 3 5/8 Shovelhead gasket Fits 66-84 3 5/8" big bore Shovelheads
632180 Steel .020" rocker cover gasket Fits 66-84 Shovelheads
632181 Steel .020" base gasket-standard Shovel Fits 66-84 standard bore Shovels
632182 Steel .020" base gasket-big bore Shovel Fits 66-84, 3 5/8" big bore Shovelheads


